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THE COURT OFSUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (SADAR), 

TINSUKIA 

P.R.C. CASE NO.- 502/2018 

U/S 294/506 OF THE IPC 

      STATE 

    VS.  

SRI UTPAL BARUAH,  

S/O LATE MALBHOG BARUAH, 

R/O PANITOLA GAON, 

P.S. TINSUKIA, 

DISTT. TINSUKIA. 

                     PRESENT:- KAUSHIK KAMAL BARUAH, 

               SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (SADAR), 

                                     AT TINSUKIA. 

 
                    APPEARANCES:- SMT. BANTI HAZARIKA……...............FOR STATE 

 
                                            SRI RUBUL DEY 

  SMT. NIBHA KALITA 

  SRI SUBHARAM MORAN 

 AND 

  SMT. KASHMIREE DUTTA......…….FOR ACCUSED 

 

         DATE OF EVIDENCE:-  27/12/2018, 25/06/2019, 09/09/2019,         

 
24/03/2021.  

 
          DATE OF EXAMINATION OF ACCUSED:- 23/07/2021. 

                   

         DATE OF ARGUMENT:- 30/07/2021. 

                    
                    DATE OF JUDGMENT:- 30/07/2021. 
 

JUDGMENT 
 

1. Accused Sri Utpal Baruah stood trial for offences punishable under sections 

294/506 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 (the IPC for short). 

2. Material facts of the case as appears from the contents of the First 

Information Report (FIR for short) are as follows:- that, on 25/07/16 at 

about 10:26 AM, informant, Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan, Staff Reporter of the 
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daily “Dainik Janambhumi”, he received a call from connection number 

94355-28608, whereby, the person on the other side, introducing himself 

as Utpal Baruah, threatened said informant with dire consequences in 

reprisal to a news article that was reported and published in said daily 

newspaper by the informant on the date mentioned-above. That, the said 

caller, i.e., Utpal Baruah, had threatened him (the informant) of doing away 

with his life and, that, if in near future he (the informant) reports any such 

article in the said daily newspaper, then the accused would chop-off his 

hands. In addition to it, the caller, Utpal Baruah, had also threatened him 

of false arraignment. Further, even on an earlier occasion, said caller had 

threatened him over phone in connection with a news article, dated- 

22/07/2016, which was published in the said daily.                        

3. On the same day, informant named-above lodged a written FIR before the 

Officer-in-Charge (O/C for short) of Tinsukia PS which was registered and 

numbered as Tinsukia P.S. Case No.819/2016 under sections 294/506 of 

the IPC. During the course of investigation, the investigating officer (I/O) 

visited the place of occurrence, recorded statements of witnesses under 

Section 161 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (the Cr.P.C. for short), 

made a rough sketch map of the place of occurrence, arrested the accused 

and released him on bail.     

4. After completing the investigation, the I/O submitted police report u/s 

173(2) of the Cr.P.C. for prosecution of the accused under sections 

294/506 of the IPC.  

5. Court processes were issued and on his appearance the accused was 

allowed to go on bail. Copies of all relevant documents were furnished to 

the accused person. Substance of the offences under sections 294/506 of 

the IPC was explained to the accused person to which he pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be tried. 

6. Prosecution examined six (06) witnesses who were duly cross-examined by 

the defence and, vide order dated:- 24/03/2021, evidence stood closed. 

Thereafter, the accused was examined u/s 313 of the Cr.P.C. by putting 

questions to him from all incriminating materials appearing against him on 
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record, thereby, enabling him to explain the same. In response, the 

accused denied the allegations in-toto and also declined to adduce 

evidence in his support.   

7. Heard arguments advanced by learned Assistant Public Prosecutor and 

learned defence counsel.  

 
POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

 
a) Whether accused Sri Utpal Baruah, on 25/07/16 at about 10:26 

AM, in or near any public place, uttered obscene words to the 

annoyance of others? 

b) Whether the accused, on the same day, time and place 

committed criminal intimidation by threatening the informant, 

i.e., Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan, with dire consequences, thereby, 

causing alarm to him?  

 
DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREON 

 
8. In the case at hand, accused Utpal Baruah has been arraigned for offences 

punishable u/s 294/506 of the IPC, that, the entire occurrence commenced 

with a phone call received by the informant, Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan, from 

connection number 94355-28608, whereby, said informant was, firstly, 

hurled with verbal abuses by the accused from the other end, clothed with 

uncouth language and, finally, the call ended with threats to his life and 

limb, including his reputation. The occurrence was reported to the law 

enforcement authority the same day and the I/O submitted police report 

under the above-mentioned provisions of law for prosecution of the 

accused. Then, commenced the task of the prosecution to bring home the 

guilt of the accused and towards this end, it examined, as many as, six 

(06) witnesses including the I/O, viz., Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan, Sri Pramod 

Singh, Sri Umesh Singh, Sri Krishna Upadhaya, Sri Saroj Gohain and Sri 

Ajay Kumar Das as PW1, PW2, PW3, PW4, PW5 and PW6 respectively and 

closed evidence. But, to convict the accused it is incumbent upon the 

prosecution to establish the ingredients of the alleged offences to the hilt. 
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Therefore, it would be prudent, first of all, to reproduce the statements on 

oath that were tendered by above-named witnesses, which has been done 

from paragraphs 9 to 14 for the purpose of discussion. After which will 

commence the process of sifting the evidence, including application of law 

to the facts, and finally arriving at a definitive result.     

9. Here, in the instant case, PW1, Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan, was the informant, 

as well as, the victim of the occurrence. His deposition is as follows:- 

“I know the accused named Utpal Baruah. I am the 

informant. The incident occurred in 2016. On 25-07-16 a 

news article was published by our News Paper Dainik 

Janambhumi regarding a gas agency situated at Panitola. 

The News article was that the gas agency named Panitola 

Gas Agency obtained an order from District Elementary 

office, Tinsukia that they would be                                   

supplying the gas in all schools situated in Tinsukia for 

the Mid-Day Meal scheme for which the schools were 

offended as the schools were bound to take gas from the 

said agency and the said agency used to charge huge 

amount for gas supplied. The News was published 

however name of accused Utpal Baruah was nowhere 

mentioned in the News article. On 25-07-16 at 10-30 

A.M. accused rang me and asked me why the news article 

was published and started verbally abusing me. Accused 

also threatened that he would kill me wherever he could 

find me. Accused also threatened me that if I ever publish 

such News articles, he would chop off my hand. Accused 

also threatened me that he would trap me by alleging 

that I have demanded money from him and also 

threatened to beat me in my house. I got to know after 

the incident that the Gas Agency belonged to one of the 

relatives of accused. Thereafter, I lodged the ejahar 

before Tinsukia P.S. However, after publication of the 
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News articles, D.E.E. Office cancelled the order. Ext.1 is 

the ejahar and Ext.1(1) is my signature. Police examined 

me and recorded my statement. 

                                                          XXXX 

It is not a fact that I have not stated before police that 

accused also threatened that he would kill me wherever 

he could find me and that if I ever publish such News 

articles, he would chop off my hand.   

I had my conversation with accused over phone. I did not 

meet him face to face. I did not provide my phone 

number to police. I did not provide the call list to police 

to show that accused rang me and I had conversation 

with him. 

It is not a fact that I did not have any conversation with 

the accused on the date of incident alleged. 

I did not state before police nor did I mention in my 

ejahar that gas agency named Panitola Gas Agency 

obtained an order from District Elementary office, 

Tinsukia that they would be supplying the gas in all 

schools situated in Tinsukia for the Mid-Day Meal scheme 

for which the schools were offended as the schools were 

bound to take gas from the said agency and the said 

agency used to charge huge amount for gas supplied. 

It is not a fact that I have published a false News articles 

on 25-07-16. 

I did not provide police any copy of order obtained by 

Panitola Gas Agency from District Elementary Education 

office, Tinsukia based on which my News article was 

published on 25-07-16. 

I did not submit any document to police with regard to 

Panitola Gas Agency in connection with this case. 

It is not a fact that accused is not related to Panitola Gas 
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Agency. 

It is not a fact that I have falsely lodged this case to harass 

the accused.” 

10.  PW2, Sri Pramod Singh, deposed as such:- 

“I know informant who is my colleague. I do not know 

accused Utpal Baruah. The incident occurred on 25.7.16. 

On the day of incident, I along with informant, Suraj 

Gohain, Krishna Upadhaya, Umesh Singh were sitting in 

Tinsukia Press Club when somebody rang in informant's 

mobile phone. The person on phone started verbally 

abusing informant and informant put the phone on 

loudspeaker. I heard the person identifying himself as 

Utpal Baruah and he was abusing informant for publishing 

a news against accused few days ago. The news was 

regarding Panitola Gas Agency in which accused was 

involved. I have forgotten the exact obscene words used 

by the accused against informant. Accused also threatened 

informant that if he ever covers any news against 

informant then he shall be killed. Thereafter informant 

lodged the ejahar. 

XXXX 

It is not a fact that I have not stated before police in my 

statement that on the day of incident when I along with the 

informant, Suruj Gohain,Krishna Upadhaya, Umesh Singh 

were sitting in Tinsukia Press Club when somebody rand in 

informant's mobile phone and the person on phone started 

verbally abusing the informant and  the informant put the 

phone on loud speaker and I heard the  person identifying 

himself as Utpal Baruah and he was abusing informant for 

publishing a news against  accused a few days ago which 

was regarding Panitola Gas Agency in which accused is 

involved and accused also threatened informant that if he 
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ever covers any news against the accused then he shall be 

killed. It is not a fact that as informant is my colleague 

therefore I have deposed in his favour.” 

11. Sri Umesh Singh, examined as PW3, deposed as follows:-  

“I know the informant. I do not know the accused person. 

The incident on 25.7.16 in the morning after 10am. On the 

day of incident I along with informant, Pramod Singh, Suraj 

Gohain and Krishna Upadhaya were in Tinsukia Press Club. 

Informant received a phone call and the person at the other 

end of the phone started verbally abusing informant. 

Thereafter informant put the phone on loudspeaker and I 

heard the person identifying himself as Utpal Baruah and 

verbally abusing the informant for publishing a news article 

against the informant. Utpal Baruah also threatened 

informant over phone that he will kill the informant. 

Thereafter informant lodged the ejahar. 

XXXX 

It is not a that that I have not stated before police in my 

statement that on the day of incident when I along with the 

informant, Suruj Gohain,Krishna Upadhaya, Pramod Singh 

were  in Tinsukia Press Club and informant received a 

phone call and the person at the other end of the phone 

started verbally abusing the informant and  the informant 

put the phone on loud speaker and I heard the  person 

identifying himself as Utpal Baruah and verbally abusing 

the informant for publishing a news article against  accused 

and Utpal Baruah also  threatened the informant over 

phone  that he will kill the informant. It is not a fact that as 

informant is my colleague therefore I have deposed in his 

favour.” 

12. PW4, Sri Krishna Upadhaya, deposed as such:- 

“I know the informant. I do not know the accused person. 
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The incident occurred on 25.7.16 at around 10:30am. On 

the day of incident I along with informant, Soruj Gohain, 

Pramod Singh, Umesh Singh were sitting in Tinsukia Press 

Club. Informant received a phone call and the other person 

over phone started abusing the informant. Thereafter, the 

informant put the phone on loudspeaker and I heard the 

other person identifying himself as Utpal Baruah and he 

threatened the informant that if informant ever publishes 

any news against Panitola Gas Agency in which accused is 

involved, it shall not be good for the informant. Thereafter 

informant lodged the ejahar. 

XXXX 

It is not a fact that I have not stated before police in my 

statement that on the day of incident when I along with the 

informant, Suruj Gohain, Pramod Singh, Umesh Singh were 

sitting in Tinsukia Press Club informant received a phone 

call and the other person over phone started abusing the 

informant and thereafter, the informant put the phone on 

loud speaker and I heard the other person identifying 

himself as Utpal Baruah and he threatened the informant 

that if informant ever publishes any news against Panitola 

Gas Agency in which accused is involved, it shall not be 

good for informant. It is not a fact that as informant is my 

colleague therefore I have deposed in his favour.” 

13. PW5, Sri Saroj Gohain, in his own words:- 

“I know the accused named Utpal Baruah. I know 

informant Pranab Jyoti Phukan who is staff reporter of 

Dainik Janambhumi. On 25.7.16 the incident occurred 

when informant, myself, Krishna Upadhaya, Umesh Kr. 

Singh and Pramod Singh at around 10am were sitting in 

Press Club situated at Borobazar, Tinsukia. While we were 

sitting at press club, informant received a phone call and 
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after talking for few minutes, informant put the mobile 

phone on loudspeaker mode.  The person speaking to 

informant told him that why informant published negative 

news about him regarding a gas agency. Informant told us 

that it was accused Utpal Baruah on the phone. The person 

on phone was threatening informant that he will trap the 

informant in a false case by claiming that informant 

demanded money from him and also verbally abused the 

informant. Thereafter, informant and the person had an 

altercation on phone and informant cut the phone. 

Thereafter, the ejahar was lodged. Police examined me. 

Informant told me that it was Utpal Baruah on phone 

though I could not recognize the voice of Utpal Baruah. 

XXX 

I did not state before police in my statement that while we 

were sitting at press club, informant received a phone call 

and after talking for few minutes, informant put the mobile 

phone on loudspeaker mode and the person speaking to 

informant told him that why informant published negative 

news about him regarding a gas agency and the person on 

phone was threatening informant that he will trap the 

informant in a false case by claiming that informant 

demanded money from him and also verbally abused the 

informant. It is not a fact that as informant is my colleague 

therefore I have deposed in his favour.” 

14. Finally, PW6, Sri Ajay Kumar Das, was the I/O who investigated the entire 

occurrence and filed police report against the accused. In his testimony, he 

stated as such:- 

“On 25.07.2016 I was posted at Tinsukia P.S. as second 

officer. On that day informant Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan filed 

an FIR at Tinsukia P.S. After registering and number same 

as Tinsukia P.S. Case no- 819/2016 u/s- 294/506 of the 
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IPC, O.C. of the P.S. entrusted me with the task of 

investigating the occurrence. When I was about to proceed 

to the place of occurrence (Tinsukia Press Club) I learn that 

the said P.O. was already closed. As such, I proceeded to 

the P.O. the next day i.e. on 26.07.2016. I recorded 

statement of witnesses found therein, made a rough sketch 

map of the P.O. Later on, the accused Sri Utpal Baruah 

appeared at the P.S. voluntarily. I recorded his statement 

and released him on bail. 

EXT 2 is the Sketch Map and EXT 2(1) is my signature 

thereon. After completing the investigation I filed charge-

sheet against the accused for his prosecution u/s- 294/506 

of the IPC. EXT 3 is the charge-sheet and EXT 3(1) is my 

signature thereon. 

                       XXXX  

Informant filed the FIR at 6:00 P.M. As per the FIR the 

occurrence took place at 10:26 A.M. The place of 

occurrence is about 1 k.m. away from the P.S. Informant 

had not mentioned the cause of delay in filling the FIR 

therein. It is also not mentioned in the FIR that the 

occurrence took place in his presence at Tinsukia Press 

Club. It is also not mentioned in the FIR about presence of 

any other persons in and around the P.O. at the time the 

incident took place. Informant had not handed me over 

with any newspaper during the course of investigation. 

There is no mention about any gas agency in the FIR. 

During the course of investigation I had not traced out any 

call details of any persons in connection with the 

occurrence, nor, did I collect any offending messages 

(SMS) during the course of investigation. Informant had 

also not handed over me with any newspaper dated 

22.07.2016. It is not a fact that accused Utpal Baruah has 
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been falsely implicated in this case.” 

15. Now, above-stated narration of facts is the total strength of the prosecution 

against the accused. From this point onwards, commences my task of 

sifting the testimonies tendered by above-named witnesses and to arrive 

at a definitive conclusion, that is to say, either to acquit the accused for 

want of clinching evidence, or, convict him. This reminds me of the facts 

in issue, i.e., the points for determination, to start with. As a head-start, I 

begin with the very onset of the occurrence, viz.:-  

 

Whether accused Sri Utpal Baruah, on 25/07/16 at 

about 10:26 AM, in or near any public place, uttered 

obscene words to the annoyance of others? 

        

16. Thus, accused Sri Utpal Baruah is alleged to have uttered obscene words 

in or near any public place to the annoyance of others and is, thereby, 

ought to be punished u/s 294 of the IPC. But, to convict him thereunder, 

two basic ingredients of the offence have to be proved beyond all shadow 

of doubt, firstly, that, the scene of crime was a ‘public place’, and, secondly, 

utterance of obscene words/language thereon.  

17. Here, again a question arises respecting the meaning of the expression 

‘public place’. This expression has not been defined anywhere in the IPC 

for me to take assistance from. Nevertheless, another piece of legislation, 

viz., Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act, 1956, has ascribed a definition to it 

u/s 2 (h) thereof. Said definition is as follows:- 

“public place” means any place intended for use by, or 

accessible to the public and includes any public 

conveyance;     

Thus, as per this definition, the expression ‘public place’ implies any place 

where members of the general public has the right of way, or, access, or, 

usage unless restricted by any law/Government notification/order, etc.. 

Examples thereof includes highways, main roads, market places, shopping 

malls, cinema halls, airports, domestic/international flights, passenger 
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buses, tourist attractions, university/college/school campuses, hospitals, 

Courts, Government offices,  recreational clubs and the like.    

18. Alluding to the case at hand and from the standpoint adopted in the 

preceding paragraph, the question to be decided is whether the scene of 

the alleged crime was in-fact a ‘public place’. It is the version of the 

prosecution that the occurrence took place at the Tinsukia Press Club, that, 

the said club is a ‘public place’. Towards this end, prosecution has brought 

on record the FIR lodged by Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan, as well as, the sketch 

map drawn by the I/O during the course of the investigation vide Ext.1 and 

Ext.2 respectively.  

19. A cursory look at Ext.1 shows that the informant, Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan, 

had omitted to state the place where he was at when he received the 

phone call. Even in his examination-in-chief, he had not stated where the 

occurrence took place. Be that as it may, testimonies of the remaining 

witnesses, viz., Sri Pramod Singh, Sri Umesh Singh, Sri Krishna Upadhaya 

and Sri Saroj Gohain, including Ext.2, shows that the entire occurrence 

happened at Tinsukia Press Club which has been marked as “A” in Ext.2. 

As per Ext.2, said club is located adjacent to Borabazar market, marked as 

“E”. To its North is a school, namely, Nabchatriya Bidyalay, marked as “B”, 

and to its South is an Office, marked as “C”. The said market is located to 

its West and to its East is the Municipality godown, marked as “D”.  

20. Thus, from the testimonies of Sri Pramod Singh, Sri Umesh Singh, Sri 

Krishna Upadhaya and Sri Saroj Gohain buttressed by the sketch map, I 

entertain no doubt that the place of occurrence was Tinsukia Press Club. 

In my considered view, said club is a recreational one and can be accessed 

by persons having membership thereto. Besides, the defence had neither 

raised any question, nor, a suggestion to the contrary, throughout the trial, 

regarding the identity of the place of occurrence, or, about it being a ‘public 

place’. It, thus, transpire and I entertain not a shred of doubt, that the 

Tinsukia Press Club is in-fact a ‘public place’, where the occurrence took 

place. 
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21. But, the battle is not over yet. Prosecution is yet to prove beyond doubt 

that the accused uttered obscene words/language at the Tinsukia Press 

Club to the annoyance of others. However, to its utter dismay, the evidence 

available on record, both oral and documentary, shows otherwise. None of 

the witnesses named-above, i.e, Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan, Sri Pramod 

Singh, Sri Umesh Singh, Sri Krishna Upadhaya and Sri Saroj Gohain had, in 

their oral testimonies, stated the exact obscene words that were 

purportedly uttered by the accused. Even in Ext.1, which is the FIR, or, the 

earliest recorded information about the occurrence, the informant, Sri 

Pranab Jyoti Phukan, had not stated the exact obscene words uttered by 

the accused. Without question, this omission on the part of the informant 

including the remaining witnesses, viz., Sri Pramod Singh, Sri Umesh Singh, 

Sri Krishna Upadhaya and Sri Saroj Gohain, who purportedly heard the 

accused uttering the obscene words, and were the most reliable witnesses 

to the entire occurrence, is a fatal blow to the prosecution.  

22. In my considered view, despite taking a firm stand, prosecution has failed 

to bring home the guilt of the accused for the offence proscribed u/s 294 

of the IPC.  

23. Now, I allude to the remainder of the occurrence, that is to say:- 

 

Whether the accused, on the same day, time and place 

committed criminal intimidation by threatening the 

informant, i.e., Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan, with dire 

consequences, thereby, causing alarm to him? 

 

24. Not only for uttering obscene words, or, for hurling verbal abuses at the 

informant clothed with uncouth words (which the prosecution has failed to 

prove), the accused, Sri Utpal Baruah, is also prosecuted for criminally 

intimidating the informant, namely, Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan, with dire 

consequences.  

25. Evidently, the entire transaction took place over a phone call which the 

informant purportedly received from the accused in presence of witnesses, 
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namely, Sri Pramod Singh, Sri Umesh Singh, Sri Krishna Upadhaya and Sri 

Saroj Gohain. That, over phone, the accused threatened the informant of 

doing away with his life, that, informant’s limbs will be chopped-off, and, 

that, the informant will suffer false prosecution. In my considered view, 

such threats are sufficient to shake the wits out of a layman. But, the 

question remains, whether the prosecution has been able to prove it? 

26. As stated in the preceding paragraph, Sri Pramod Singh, Sri Umesh Singh, 

Sri Krishna Upadhaya and Sri Saroj Gohain were the direct witnesses to the 

occurrence and, as appears from their oral evidence, they had supported 

the informant. But, among them, only Sri Saroj Gohain knew the accused, 

in person, including the informant. Remaining witnesses, namely, Sri 

Pramod Singh, Sri Umesh Singh and Sri Krishna Upadhaya were not even 

remotely acquainted with the accused. This raises the evidentiary value of 

the testimony tendered by Sri Saroj Gohain to a higher pedestal, credibility, 

than that tendered by Sri Pramod Singh, Sri Umesh Singh and Sri Krishna 

Upadhaya, more so, because the entire occurrence took place over a phone 

call, as stated-above. None had seen the accused threatening the 

informant in person, but, had only heard his utterances. This calls for some 

proactive actions on the part of the I/O and the same can be gauged from 

his testimonies available on record.  

27. Now, what the I/O stated in his oral evidence is no doubt important, but, 

his statements on being cross-examined had dealt the death-knell to the 

prosecution. It is apparent from his cross-examination that, during the 

course of investigation, he had not collected the call detail records (CDR) 

either of the informant, or, pertaining to the accused. Had he done so, it 

would become clear whether, on 25/07/2016 at about 10:26 AM, the 

informant received any phone call or messages (SMS) from connection 

number 94355-28608 purportedly belonging to the accused. This is 

tantamount to an irreversible lapse on the part of the I/O. Whether the 

phone call or the SMSs were threatening or not could be gauged by 

evidence tendered by remaining witnesses, but, first of all, the CDR of both 

the informant and the accused ought to have been collected which the I/O 
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had omitted during the course of the investigation for reasons best known 

to him.  

28. Yet again, though Sri Saroj Gohain had stated that he is acquainted with 

the accused in his oral evidence and had heard the accused of threatening 

the informant with dire consequences, yet, in his examination-in-chief 

itself, he had admitted of not recognizing the accused person’s voice over 

phone. I brought up this point for two reasons, firstly, because witnesses, 

viz., Sri Pramod Singh, Sri Umesh Singh and Sri Krishna Upadhaya are not 

at all acquainted with the accused and, therefore, they can hardly 

recognize the voice of the accused, even remotely, and secondly, for the 

minimum requirement of law in cases as the present one, involving direct 

evidence.  

29. With respect to the second point, section 60 of The Indian Evidence Act, 

1872 mandates that oral evidence must be direct and provides as follows:- 

“if it refers to a fact which could be heard, it must be the 

evidence of a witness who says he heard it;” 

Now, Sri Saroj Gohain stated that he had heard the threatening utterances 

directly when the informant’s phone was put on loudspeaker mode. But, 

the damning part of his evidence is when he admitted of not stating to the 

I/O this particular fact, which I would like to reproduce hereunder as stated 

in his own words:- 

“………I did not state before police in my statement that 

while we were sitting at press club, informant received a 

phone call and after talking for few minutes, informant put 

the mobile phone on loudspeaker mode and the person 

speaking to informant told him that why informant 

published negative news about him regarding a gas agency 

and the person on phone was threatening informant that 

he will trap the informant in a false case by claiming that 

informant demanded money from him and also verbally 

abused the informant……….”   
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This was a vital piece of information to the I/O, as well as, a piece of 

evidence to the prosecution. Had he stated it to the I/O and proved it in 

Court, the scenario would have been altogether a different one, the 

prosecution would have been sailing in fair weather. But, his admission that 

he had not stated as such shows to my belief that he had neither heard 

the conversation, nor, was present at the scene of crime. He himself 

crumbled the foundation of his pedestal to which he was elevated 

compared to his friends. In other words, credibility of Sri Saroj Gohain as 

a witness is not beyond reproach.       

30. Hitherto, the prosecution has been half-way in its grave, but, it was none 

else but the informant who had hammered the last nail thereon. Because, 

first of all, he informed the authorities about the occurrence late. As evident 

from his own testimonies and that of the I/O, the occurrence took place in 

the morning of 25/07/2016 at about 10:26 AM. But, he informed the 

nearest PS, i.e., Tinsukia PS, which is about one KM away from the scene 

of crime, at 06:00 PM. So, there was a delay of about eight hours on the 

part of the informant in reporting the matter.  

31. There is a saying that ‘better late than never’, but, when a person is 

afflicted with a crime, I would say- sooner the better. Here, the crime took 

place at about 10:26 AM, but, the same was reported at 06:00 PM. 

Therefore, a question arise why the informant reported it at dusk instead 

of reporting it promptly. In other words, a duty was cast on him to explain 

this delay. But, the evidence available on record shows that the delay 

remained unexplained. 

32. Finally, though, informant Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan stated that he had a 

telephonic conversation with the accused on the date of the occurrence, 

yet, he himself had not provided his call list, or, the offending phone 

number to the I/O to establish his allegations. This alleged phone call by 

the accused was the very stepping-stone of the prosecution on which its 

edifice was built. Without proof of any phone call from the accused there 

is nothing left for the prosecution to rejoice, but, to prepare for its requiem.  
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33. In other words, prosecution has failed to bring home the guilt of the 

accused, Sri Utpal Baruah, for the offence proscribed u/s 506 of the IPC 

beyond all shadow of doubt.  

34. The points for determination are, therefore, decided in the negative.     

     

ORDER 

35. As such, from the observation and discussion done hereinbefore, I arrive 

at the conclusion that the prosecution had failed to establish the allegations 

against accused Sri Utpal Baruah for the offences under sections 294/506 

of the IPC beyond all shadow of doubt. As such, the accused is acquitted 

of the offences under the sections of law indicated above.  

36. Accused person be set at liberty forthwith. Bail bonds of the accused person 

stands effective for next six months from today. The accused person may 

obtain copy of the judgment but not without payment.    

37. Instant case is disposed of on contest. 

Given under my hand and Seal of the Court this 30th day of July, 2021.        

Typed and corrected by me and every page bears my signature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sub-Divisional Judicial 

Magistrate (Sadar), 

       Tinsukia. 
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THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (SADAR), 
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P.R.C. CASE NO.- 502/2018    

APPENDIX 

 

1) Prosecution exhibits:- 

i. Ext.1:- FIR 

ii. Ext.1(1):- Signature of Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan 

iii. Ext.2:- Sketch map 

iv. Ext.2(1):- Signature of Sri Ajay Kumar Das 

v. Ext.3:- Police report u/s 173(2) Cr.P.C. 

vi. Ext.3(1):- Signature of Sri Ajay Kumar Das  

2) Prosecution witnesses:- 

PW1:- Sri Pranab Jyoti Phukan 

PW2:- Sri Pramod Singh 

PW3:- Sri Umesh Singh 

PW4:- Sri Krishna Upadhaya 

PW5:- Sri Saroj Gohain 

PW6:- Sri Ajay Kumar Das 

3) Defence exhibits.- NIL 

4) Defence witnesses.- NONE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sub-Divisional Judicial 
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